Objective This paper describes the approaches the authors developed while participating in the i2b2/VA 2010 challenge to automatically extract medical concepts and annotate assertions on concepts and relations between concepts. Design The authors'approaches rely on both rule-based and machine-learning methods. Natural language processing is used to extract features from the input texts; these features are then used in the authors' machine-learning approaches. The authors used Conditional Random Fields for concept extraction, and Support Vector Machines for assertion and relation annotation. Depending on the task, the authors tested various combinations of rule-based and machine-learning methods.
INTRODUCTION
The i2b2/VA 2010 challenge addressed the extraction of medical concepts, the annotation of assertions on medical problems, and the detection of relationships between concepts. This kind of information summarizes the content of medical reports and is in line with the i2b2 2009 challenge, which aimed to allow easy access to medication information in medical reports.
In this paper, we present the LIMSI participation in this challenge. After a short reminder of the challenge requirements and corpora, we describe the pipelines we developed for each task, focusing our efforts on the use of hybrid approaches (machine-learning and rule-based systems). We then present their evaluation and discuss their results.
CHALLENGE REQUIREMENTS
The fourth i2b2/VA challenge consisted of three routes: first, the extraction of three types of medical concepts (problems, tests, and treatments); second, the annotation of assertions made on medical problems; and finally, the annotation of relations between concepts.
Three types of concepts are targeted, which mainly correspond to sets of UMLS semantic types:
(1) problems concern observations made about the patient if thought to be abnormal or caused by a disease; (2) treatments describe all methods used to resolve a medical problem; and (3) tests refer to examinations and procedures carried out for a medical problem.
Assertion annotations must be provided only for medical problems and consist of six categories: the patient experiences the medical problem (present) or does not (absent); the patient may have a problem that is uncertain (possible) or that occurs only under certain conditions (conditional); the patient may develop the problem (hypothetical), or the problem is mentioned in relation to someone else (not associated with patient).
Relation annotations must describe relationships between: (1) a problem and a treatment where the treatment can improve (TrIP), worsen (TrWP), or cause (TrCP) the problem, where it can be administered (TrAP) or not (TrNAP) for the problem; (2) a problem and a test where the test reveals (TeRP) or allows a physician to investigate (TeCP) the problem; and (3) a problem that indicates another problem (PIP).
The corpus includes discharge summaries from three institutions and progress notes from another. The training corpus consists of 349 reports, while the ground truth corpus consists of 477 reports. We split the provided training corpus into three subcorpora: training (241 reports) to create linguistic resources, development (54) to tune our models, and test (54) to test these models. In each subcorpus, we preserved the original distribution of hospital sources. No cross-validation was performed while the final model for the overall evaluation has been built over the whole corpus. expert-knowledge-based techniques have been used for a long time for concept extraction and other tasks 1e4 including assertion classification.
5e9 They require much work while providing reliable results. On the other hand, machine-learning approaches are increasingly being used 6e8 because they provide a fast path to results, once corpora have been annotated. A combination of the two can also improve performance 10 and can take multiple forms.
We have taken advantage of this challenge to test different approaches to the challenge tasks: independent expert-knowledge-based and machine-learning approaches for concept extraction, using expert knowledge as a feature for assertion detection, and merging the results of both with priority to expert knowledge for relation detection.
Task 1: concept extraction
Concept extraction has been addressed by defining rules and gazetteers 1 or using linguistic resources obtained from the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS).
11e14 A few approaches also used the structure of the discharge summaries to extract test and treatment concepts. 2 We developed two pipelines for the concept extraction task: the first is mainly based upon MetaMap, and the second uses a machine-learning method.
Expert-based method based on MetaMap
In order to test rule-based methods for concept extraction, we used the MetaMap biomedical annotation tool.
15e17 MetaMap was designed at the National Library of Medicine to locate medical terms and their corresponding concepts and semantic types from the UMLS Metathesaurus and Semantic Network. MetaMap is widely used in medical language processing. However, it has some residual problems at the noun-phrase segmentation level and for the recognition of several treatments, diseases, and tests. In our experiments, direct application of MetaMap to the i2b2 evaluation corpus obtained an F-measure of 0.158 (0.161 precision and 0.155 recall).
We proposed an enhanced use of MetaMap which adds several preliminary steps (run C3): (1) sentence segmentation into noun phrases with treetagger-chunker; (2) noun phrase filtering using lists of stopwords and common MetaMap errors; and (3) a search of the located terms in lists of medical problems, tests, and treatments obtained from the training corpus, Wikipedia, Health on the Net, and Biomedical Entity Network. The noun phrases which were not located in the provided lists were then passed to MetaMap, which outputs concepts and semantic types. We map these semantic types to the target concept types (ie, treatment, problem, test) through tables (eg, 12 UMLS semantic types are mapped to 'problem'). For a given noun phrase, MetaMap can provide several candidate UMLS concepts and semantic types with the same score. In that case, we apply a voting procedure which selects the target type (treatment, problem, or test) that is most frequent among those output by MetaMap for this noun phrase. In case of a tie, the first returned type is selected.
Machine-learning method
We defined the following pipelines for machine-learning-based concept extraction. Each of them first performs a limited linguistic analysis, whose output is represented as features, which a machine-learning algorithm then uses to make decisions on concept boundaries and types. These features were defined for each token as follows:
1. N-grams of tokens, that is, sequences of n 'words' including the current word; 2. Typographic properties of a token: letter case and four binary character type features are defined according to the presence of alphabetic characters, digits, punctuation, or date. 3. Syntactic tags: we performed a morpho-syntactic analysis using Tree Tagger 18 ; POS tags and lemmas are thus associated with each token. We then performed a syntactic tagging using a specific lexicon of 62 263 adjectives and 320 013 nouns based on the UMLS Specialist Lexicon. These lists specify the types of adjectives (relational and qualitative) and nouns (proper name, countable and uncountable), and the possible positions of adjectives in a sentence (attributive, postnominal or predicative). 4. Semantic tags: semantic tagging was performed with 11 major semantic types: anatomy, laboratory analysis (creatinine, hematocrit), examination (angiography, biopsy, scan, x-ray), pre-or postexamination mark (follow-up., physical., repeat., .culture, .evaluation, .levels), general anatomical location (lower, upper, right, left), medication, mode of administration, medical artefact (cannula, drain, pacemaker, stent), procedure (amputation, blood transfusion, dialysis) and dosage. We created these categories thanks to lists drawn from the UMLS, 14 from Sager's work, 3 4 and from those we compiled for the i2b2 2009 challenge. We built a model from the training corpus using CRF++, 19 a machine-learning tool based on Conditional Random Fields. We applied this model to the test corpus. This pipeline was used for our first submission (run C1).
We tried to refine the output of this model by designing a few postediting rules to correct errors observed when testing on the development corpus. A token with 'medication' as feature is tagged as a treatment concept if not already detected. Assuming a 'one sense per corpus' principle, we also regularized the resolution of some ambiguities by selecting the most frequently assigned concept type in cases where different concept types had been assigned to the same string in different locations in the same text. This pipeline was used in our second submission (run C2).
Task 2: assertion annotation
Assertion classification has also used both expert-knowledgebased approaches, which involve listing and detecting indicative phrases or specific syntactic dependencies for a given type of assertion, 5e9 and machine-learning approaches, which rely on annotated data to train a supervised classification system. 6 9 It is also closely related to hedge classification, 20 which aims at detecting speculation in natural language texts. This task has been addressed with weakly supervised machine-learning. 20 The corpus was also preprocessed to cope with coordination and to tag each concept with its type. Our study of the development data showed that many problem concepts are coordinated with commas or coordinating conjunctionsdfor example, 'pleural effusion or pneumothorax.' These sequences of coordinated problems might lead to obtaining reduced left and/or right contexts, mostly containing other coordinated problems. In this case, important cues for a specific assertion type may fall outside the scope of the contextual window. The important role of coordination has been highlighted before for event extraction. 8 We therefore preprocessed the data to identify coordinated problems and redefine the offsets for left and right token windows.
Expert-knowledge-based method: extension of NegEx
This method (run A2) was based on an extension of the NegEx 5 algorithm (recent releases of MetaMap now include a switch for NegEx.) which locates trigger terms indicating a negation (eg, 'never had') or a probability (eg, 'possibly') and determines whether the concepts fall within the scope of these triggers. Then, we extended the General ConText Java implementation of NegEx (http://code.google.com/p/negex/) to deal with the categories conditional, hypothetical, and not associated with the patient, which NegEx does not handle.
Triggers for these categories were first manually defined based on a corpus study. The lists of triggers were also completed thanks to the results of the machine-learning system described in the next subsection: the attributes which were most useful for the classification were manually selected to be part of the trigger lists.
Machine-learning method
We also addressed assertion identification as a classification task, with the six assertion types as target classes (run A1). We trained a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with the libsvm tool 21 based on binary feature vectors. We automatically selected the optimal parameter values using cross-validation. (This step was performed with the easy.py script provided with libsvm.) We focused on three types of features: contextual lexical features, trigger-based features and target concept internal features: < Contextual lexical features consist of token and stemmed token unigrams in a five-word window to the left and to the right of the target concept. We also experimented with POS unigrams, as well as token bigrams and trigrams, but these did not lead to significant improvements. < Triggers consist of manually defined phrases which are indicative of a given assertion class. We used the triggers collected for our extension of GenConText, with few additions. These triggers were identified before and after the problem concept, again in a five-word window. We also identified some concept-internal triggers (ie, words within the term that denotes the problem) such as 'on exertion' which is indicative of the conditional assertion class when it occurs within an annotated concept. < Target internal features comprise problem tokens, stemmed problem tokens, and the presence of the 'non' negative prefix in one of the problem words.
Task 3: relation annotation
The extraction of semantic relations from medical texts has been the subject of an increasing stream of work in the last decade. Some approaches use linguistic methods based on patterns or extraction rules, 22 23 or machine-learning techniques. 24 25 Others proposed hybrid approaches which combine two or more techniques. 26 Given two argument concepts, we considered relation identification as a nine-way classification task, with the eight relation types (TrIP, TrWP, TrCP, TrAP, TrNAP, TeRP, TeCP, and PIP) and the non-relation case. We used a hybrid approach which combines machine-learning techniques and linguistic pattern matching. We trained an SVM with the libsvm tool and constructed linguistic patterns manually. For the first run (run R1), before the prediction of relation types with libsvm, we used patterns to identify four relations: TrIP, TrWP, TrNAP, and TeCP for which there are few examples in the training set. The predictions of the patterns have priority over the predictions of machine learning. The second run (R2) uses supervised learning from simplified texts. Finally, the last run (R3) is a combination of the first two results with priority to run R1 if it detects a relation, else fall back on the results of run R2.
After empirical observations on the training corpus, we only kept the patterns of four relation types, since the others did not offer satisfying results. The advantage of such a hybrid approach lies in the fact that some relation types do not have enough annotations to feed the automatic classifiers.
Expert-knowledge-based method: relation patterns
This approach uses a manually constructed set of lexical patterns for each semantic relation. The constructed patterns are regular expressions describing a set of matching sentences containing medical entities at specified positions with a more or less specific lexical context. More precisely, each pattern consists of a sequence of words, tags corresponding to the three concept types and generic markers representing a length-limited character sequence (eg, _chars_). The patterns were constructed from the training corpus, and external electronic dictionaries were used to enrich them with synonyms of important words. Table 1 shows the number of constructed patterns and some simplified pattern examples.
Machine-learning method
Our three variant methods for relation extraction are based on supervised learning using SVMs. The features of our SVM are as follows: < Surface features: order of the argument concepts, distance (ie, number of tokensda token is a word or a punctuation mark) between them, and presence of other concepts. < Lexical features: tokens and stemmed tokens in argument concepts, left and right trigrams (of stemmed tokens) of the two concepts, stemmed tokens between them, verbs in a three-word window before and after each concept and between them, prepositions between concepts, headword of concepts (the headword of a noun phrase is approximated as the token before a preposition, else as the last token). < Syntactic features: part-of-speech in a three-word window to the left and to the right of the argument concepts, presence of a preposition, presence of a coordinating conjunction between concepts and punctuation signs. For the second variant (R2), preprocessing of the text consists of a syntactic simplification, which involves deletion of some syntactic phrases between the argument concepts. The aim of the simplification is to delete useless information for the relation identification process, rather than to obtain grammatically correct sentences. Before the simplification process, concepts are substituted with their types (problem, test or treatment), and each sentence is duplicated for each candidate relation (if there are three concepts in a sentence, it is written three times, once for each pair of concepts). Then, texts are analyzed by the Charniak/McClosky self-training parser. 28 Simplification proceeds in two steps. First, if an argument concept is at the beginning of its noun phrase, all words after the concept in the noun phrase are deleted. Second, if there is a prepositional phrase, an adjectival phrase, a phrase with a conjunction, a relative pronoun, or a coordination conjunction (followed by a noun phrase) between the concepts, it is replaced with its syntactic category (<PP>, <ADJP>, etc).
RESULTS

Task 1: concept extraction
The ground-truth corpus contains 45 009 concepts to be extracted (18 550 problems, 13 560 treatments, and 12 899 tests).
Run C1 is machine-learning based, while run C2 applies correcting rules to the previous output. Run C3 is a rule-based method using MetaMap. Run C2 was only marginally better than C1 (see table 2), which means that the correcting rules had limited impact.
We examined the origin of errors in our best run C2, distributing them into the following categories. Concept insertions are concepts not present in the reference (9.1% of results), and concept deletions are concepts present in the reference but not in system output (21.3%). Concepts present in the reference may have been found with erroneous boundaries (3.7%) or with erroneous types (2.5%).
Task 2: assertion annotation
The ground-truth corpus is composed of 18 550 assertions on medical problems (13 025 present, 3609 absent, 883 possible, 717 hypothetical, 171 conditional, and 145 associated with someone else). Our system (run A1) ranked fifth out of 21 participants at the i2b2/VA 2010 challenge with a 0.931 F-measure (see table 3 ).
The supervised machine-learning system yields very good results. If we compare the two systems, we notice that the machine-learning system tends to have better precision than recall. It also obtains better precision overall than the rule-based system and is characterized by a better F-measure, except for the 'Associated with someone else' category. In this case, the triggers used by the rule-based system lead to a very high recall of 0.95, showing that it has a very good coverage of this phenomenon. This comparison highlights the complementary nature of the two systems.
We examined the number of annotations per category assigned by each system, and noticed that the machine-learning system has a strong tendency to overannotate the categories 'present' (13 405 annotations) and 'absent' (3673 annotations). This result is not surprising, since both categories also have the largest amount of occurrences in the training corpus. The rulebased system tends to annotate many assertions from the 'present' class as being 'conditional,' leading to very low results for the 'conditional' category. It is also the category for which both systems have the lowest overlap: they share only 31 annotations in this category.
Task 3: relation annotation
The ground truth corpus is composed of 9069 relationships (198  TrIP, 143 TrWP, 444 TrCP, 2486 TrAP, 191 TrNAP, 1986 PIP, 3033 TeRP, and 588 TeCP). Our system (run R3) ranked third out of 16 participants at the i2b2/VA 2010 challenge with a 0.709 F-measure (see table 4 ).
The three runs are machine-learning based. Run R1 uses rules for four relations, run R2 applies simplification to input sentences, Table 2 Concepts: Recall (R), Precision (P), and F-measure (F) (class exact span) Table 3 Assertions: Recall (R), Precision (P), and F-measure (F) (exact span with matching assertion) and run R3 is a combination of the results of run R1 and run R2. Our combination method, with priority to the most precise method and fall-back to the less precise method, logically improves recall at the cost of precision, balancing them more evenly.
Discussion
The concept extraction results obtained by run C3 are highly dependent on its chunker. We used the Treetagger chunker, whose output noun phrases matched 60.8% of the ground-truth concepts. This imposed a ceiling of 0.608 on the recall of the improved MetaMap method we designed. We obtained 0.48 recall with this method, which leads to the conclusion that the major part of missed concepts is due to chunking rather than concept type categorization. It is important to note that the problem is not specific to the Treetagger chunker: we tested other chunking tools (eg, OpenNLP, GeniaTagger), and they yielded worse results than Treetagger. Therefore, the main problem is the correct detection of medical entity boundaries. This problem may be improved by machine-learning techniques. Such techniques could also have benefits on the categorization into semantic types and provide more scalable solutions. The CRF-based approach for concept extraction embodied in runs C1 and C2 determines morpho-syntactic and semantic information for each token and lets a state-of-the-art sequence classifier make concept type and boundary decisions. This allowed us to obtain a good basis. However, we missed 9569 concepts, including generic terms (pain, fever, blood) and abbreviations (jvd, nt, dm2) because of incomplete lists and lack of normalization, and long segments (two units of packed red blood cells), which are more difficult for the machine-learning system to capture with its limited-dependency model. Some type errors are due to a lack of context modeling: for instance, blood coagulation is a treatment in the reference while it was detected as a test. Taking the context into account could help resolve this ambiguity. The use of more accurate semantic information could help improve the set of semantic tags that we defined. Indeed, we consider that the use of a semantic grammar to capture term structure better could improve precision. Furthermore, we computed semantic annotations for each token without taking its context into account. There, too, context should allow us to disambiguate tokens and obtain semantic annotations that are more accurate.
For assertion annotation, with the machine-learning system, we achieved better results with well-represented classes (such as 'present' and 'absent' that total 89.7% of all assertions) than with smaller classes such as 'conditional' (only 0.9% of the assertions). Nevertheless, we achieved good results with the class 'associated with someone else' (0.8% of the assertions) thanks to the use of trigger words. For this specific class, the expert-knowledge-based method achieves better results than the machine-learning system: this shows that it can be beneficial even to combine both systems.
In relationship annotation, we also obtained better results for the well-represented classes in the training corpus, such as TeRP or TrAP. In contrast, for the TrWP class, the training corpus contains only 56 relations, so the system was unable to learn. Run R2 allowed us to find new relations compared to run R1. Indeed, run R3 obtains a better recall than run R1. We think that using syntactic simplification can really improve relation classification, but this requires the development of more precise simplification rules. Moreover, after error analysis, we believe that another possible improvement of our system is to add information about syntactic structure. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated knowledge extraction from clinical texts. We particularly worked on three tasks: (1) extraction of medical concepts, (2) assertion annotation, and (3) extraction of semantic relations between medical entities. We tested several approaches for each task. Our experiments showed that the approaches combining rule-based and machine-learning methods led to higher scores than classical rule-based or machine-learning techniques if applied alone. We achieved F-measures of 0.773 in concept extraction, 0.931 in assertion annotation, and 0.709 in relation annotation.
For each task, all the tests we made with the combination of both rule-based and machine-learning methods led to higher scores than using only one approach. Nevertheless, there is still room for improvement, especially to reinforce their complementary nature.
